
 

 

IL AAHAM Explores Moline 

 You will need a Smart phone with GPS to help you navigate to each destination once you solve the clues.  Google 

will be your friend!   

 To get “credit” for the location, take a picture with your team.  Text your pics to Julie at 309-292-1700 or email 

jvanpelt@avadynehealth.com These pics will ultimately be posted on our Facebook page.   

 You will have plenty of time to shop, eat, enjoy a frosty beverage, play games or just take in the scenery at the 

various locations.  I’ve indicated whether there is food =F or Beverages=B at each stop.   

 There are four “stops” total but you should feel free to roam the many offerings along your journey.   

 Total mileage for the walking tour is under 2.5 miles unless you decide to get crazy.   

 Kids are welcome at all stops EXCEPT #3-A.  If you have kids under 21, please use #3-B 

 

Start will be at the event hotel, Stoney Creek.  7pm-Lobby! 

Clue 1:   

Blue and Yellow are the primary colors which when blended together are world renowned with running like nothing 

else.  

Clue 2 (F/B):   

Solve this word scramble which will lead you to a taste of Oktoberfest in August 

 

 U    T    I    S    R    B    E    E    B 

       __ __ __ __  __  __ __ ___  ___ 
Clue 3-A (B):   

This type of clock uses hands rather than numbers to display the time.  It is also the name of this business establishment 

where you can show off your pinball wizard skills.   

Or  

Clue 3-B (F/B) 

Sly, clever and artful are all synonyms for ____________.  If you want to create something, head over to this space 

where these three little letters mean you’re on your own.  

Clue 4 (F):   This family owned business has been satisfying QC sweet tooth’s since 1908.  With its original carved-wood 

booths and hand-crafted delights, everyone is sure to find a great way to get back the calories you’ve burned tonight.    
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